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Good morning Edward,
Weʼre asking that this case be considered on the merits of how the resulting renovation reflects the intentions of the Preservation
Design Guidelines and the original architectural drawing set approved in May 2015.
This modest, side-gabled Folk Victorian has undergone significant transformation. Although many years of bad repairs obscured
the clean simplicity, its original character and a good selection of original material existed before the transformation.
According to staffʼs position today, this final product is in compliance with the tax certification application and subsequent
approval in June 2015.  We believe that the changes made between the May 2015 approved set and the June 2015 Certification
are significant enough to note.  
For example, an early framing error resulted in the additionʼs roof being taller than the original house roof and visible from the
street. This was identified in May 2015 and a stop work order was issued. This was not addressed and allowed to remain.  There
were other problems that prompted the stop order including incorrect siding and incorrect windows.  Weʼre pleased that these
corrections were made.
Before the renovation, the prominent support columns on the house were flat, iron filigree pieces that were common during the
1950ʼs and 60ʼs.  We expected to see the OHP/HDRC approved square cedar posts with minimal detailing as this proposed and
approved solution would be appropriate for the Folk Victorian, however, what appeared is an attempt at a modified Arts and
Crafts chamfered column.
The overall result of a taller addition that rears over the original gable roof and the awkward columns reflect a process that
missed many opportunities to keep the house on the right track.
We hoped that OHP staff would have monitored this renovation in a way that would reflect better on the Preservation Design
Guidelines, departmental judgment and the existing neighborhood character.
Thank you for considering and sharing our comments on this case.
Monica
DHNA / ARC
713 231-7871


